Irricana Kounty Kennel
Where Pets Come First!

PET BOARDING AGREEMENT
This PET Boarding Agreement (the “Agreement”) is between:
Irricana Kounty Kennel (the “KENNEL”)
Box 744

E

Tracy and Alan Goodbrand
Irricana, Alberta T0M 1B0

L

403.970.4400

P

office@irricanakountykennel.com
AND

M

NAME (the “OWNER”):____________________________________________________
ADDRESS: ______________________________________________________________

A

CITY/TOWN, PROVINCE, POSTAL CODE:___________________________________
PHONE NUMBER(S):_____________________________________________________

S

EMAIL:_________________________________________________________________
EMERGENCY NAME AND CONTACT INFORMATON: _________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

Boarding Services
1. The Kennel agrees that it will provide boarding services to the OWNER’S PET(s) listed below
in this Agreement during the term of this Agreement.
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Name of Pet
2.

The PET(s) to be boarded at the kennel for the term is/are named:
Name: ____________________________________________________(the “PET”)
Name: ____________________________________________________(the “PET”)
Name: ____________________________________________________(the “PET”)

Information about each PET is detailed in Addendum “A” to this agreement. There is one
Addendum for each PET.

E

3.

Term and Rate

P

L

4. The Kennel agrees to provide boarding services to the PET (s) for _________ nights,
commencing on ____________________________ at the daily rate of _______________ /
PET.

Payment and Deposits

M

5. In the event the PET‘S stay at the KENNEL is longer than the Term referred to in Clause 3,
the OWNER agrees to pay additional daily Boarding Fees applicable.

A

6. The OWNER agrees to pay the applicable daily Boarding Fees as specified. GST will be
added to all Boarding Fees. All payments will be made via cash, cheque, e-transfer, or online.

S

7. All Boarding Fees are payable in full upon delivery of the PET(s) to the KENNEL.
Feed, Bedding, and Toys
8. The OWNER will provide all of the PET’s usual food and treats along with feeding instructions
for the term of the PET‘s stay in board at the KENNEL. It is recommend to provide extra food
as a precaution in case of a delay in pick-up.
9. The OWNER is encouraged to provide any bedding and toys to aid in the comfort of the PET
at the KENNEL.
10. The OWNER will provide the KENNEL with the PET(s) usual feeding schedule and the
KENNEL will ensure this feeding schedule is adhered to, thereby maintaining the PET(s) usual
routine.
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Housing and Exercise
11. The PET(s) will be housed in a heated (air conditioned) individual, indoor pen complete with
feed, water, bedding (litter box for cats) and other items the OWNER has provided.
12. The PET(s) will have complete access during the day to their own individual outdoor run.
13. The KENNEL recognizes the importance of exercise and attention for PET(S) and ensures the
PET(s) will be exercised at least twice a day and receive individual attention time that includes
pets, cuddles, and play.
a. Dog(s) will be exercised at least twice a day, either supervised off leash individually or
with other dogs (if the KENNEL deems suitable) or on leash with experienced KENNEL
dog handlers.

E

b. Cat(s) will be played with at least twice a day and receive individual attention time that
includes pets and cuddles.
Health of Dog

P

L

14. The Owner represents that he or she is the owner of the PET and that the PET has not been
knowingly exposed to distemper, rabies or any other infectious diseases / parasites within the
last 90 days. The Owner further represents that the PET has received all required vaccinations
and that the Animal is in good health.

M

15. For each PET boarded, the OWNER will provide an original veterinarian's Certificate of Health
that clearly states last date of immunizations and expiry date of said immunizations. Each
Certificate of Health must be issued and signed by a veterinarian that is licensed to practice
veterinary medicine in the Animal's home province.

A

16. Required vaccinations are

S

a. For dogs: Bordetella, Rabies, and DA2PP/DHLPP. Adenovirus is recommended.
b. For cats: Feline Leukemia, Rabies, and FVRCP.
17. The KENNEL reserves its right to refuse to provide boarding services to any PET.
18. The KENNEL will do a daily health check of the PET(s) and record the information from this
check. This information will be available to the OWNER upon request.
Unexpected Illness
19. In the event an PET becomes ill during their stay at the KENNEL, the KENNEL will make all
reasonable efforts to immediately contact the OWNER or the Emergency Contact provided.
20. There are times when non-emergency medical attention may be necessary for various reasons
such as unresolved intestinal distress, allergic reactions, injuries etc.
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21. In an emergency situation, it may not be possible to communicate before treatment is needed.
Our experienced staff will use their best judgement and seek veterinary care as necessary, which
may be with the veterinarian listed below or the nearest available.
22. The OWNER authorizes the KENNEL to seek any veterinary care in the PET’s best interest
and health up to and including euthanasia. Euthanasia will only be considered if absolutely
necessary and approved by a veterinarian and in the PET’s best interest. Any cost incurred with
be the OWNER’s responsibility.
23. The preferred Vet to be contacted if necessary is:
Name:_______________________________________________
Vet Clinic: ___________________________________________
Address: ________________________________________________________________

E

Phone Number; _______________________________________

24.The OWNER understands and agrees the KENNEL staff are not licensed veterinarians and,

P

L

therefore, will not attempt to diagnose animal ailments or diseases and the OWNER agrees the
KENNEL will not be liable for any sickness or ailment the PET develops or manifests during
their stay at the KENNEL or the result of said sickness or ailment.

Unclaimed Animals

M

25. In the event an OWNER has not returned to the KENNEL to pick-up the PET within10 days

Liability

A

after the scheduled pick-up date referred to in Clause 3 and has not made any other arrangements
for payment and/or continued boarding of the PET at the KENNEL, the KENNEL may, at its
sole discretion, sell or otherwise place the PET without notice to the Owner.

S

26. The OWNER understands and agrees the KENNEL will not be liable to the OWNER nor to any
other party for any liability, any consequential losses, any damages whether in contract, tort or
otherwise, or any other claims or expenses that may be connected with the services provided by
the KENNEL including, but not limited to, loss or damage from disease, death, running away,
theft, fire and injury to persons, other animals or property.
Indemnity
27. The OWNER indemnifies the KENNEL, its agents and employees, from any loss, liability,
claim or expense, resulting directly or indirectly from the OWNER's breach of any warranty or
provision contained in this Agreement.

28. The OWNER further indemnifies the KENNEL, its agents and employees, for any personal
injury or damage to property caused or contributed to by the PET.
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General
29. The owner confirms that the PET(s) has a valid city or municipality license, if required by said
municipality.
30. All PETs must be on-leash or crated when being dropped off and picked up.
31. The OWNER provides permission to KENNEL to take pictures or videos of PET(s) and use
them for the website, Facebook, or other marketing purposes.
32. Upon request, the above photos and videos can be provided to the Owner.
33. Any modifications to this Agreement must be in writing and signed by the parties or the
modifications will have no effect and will be void.

E

34. This Agreement ensures to the benefit of and is binding upon the parties and their respective
heirs, administrators, executors, successors and assigns.

P

L

35. This Agreement will be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the Province
of Alberta.

M

READ THIS AGREEMENT CAREFULLY BEFORE SIGNING IT. YOUR SIGNATURE
INDICATES YOUR UNDERSTANDING OF AND AGREEMENT TO ITS TERMS.

A

Signed this __________ day of ___________________, 20_______

S

At _________________________________, Alberta

Kennel: ______________________________
Per: Tracy Goodbrand

Owner: _______________________________
Per:
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